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Abstract. This case study talks about a mobile security app design that we 
worked on for one of our clients. In this project we made an attempt at to look 
at design as a game changer for the product’s strategy; and not just a mere tool 
for beautification of the UI. Through research and design we have tried to find 
an answer to the apprehensions that users have about mobile security. We have 
tried to create a security app that has a warm and friendly look and feel; and we 
hope this might reduce the anxiety on a non tech savvy user’s mind while 
engaging with it. We have attempted to raise the product’s emotional design 
quotient by integrating product’s UI and content strategy with very simple 
gamification elements. With this change in product perception we hope to drive 
the ROI in terms of a rise in user adoption, conversion and retention rates. 

Keywords: Balancing user friendliness and strong security, User security and 
privacy by design, mobile security, virus applications, user experience design, 
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1 Introduction 

A recent McKinsey & Company research stated that - with a user base of around 120 
million, India has become the third largest market for internet users, in the world. 
Low cost handsets and access to low cost & high speed internet connectivity; smart 
phones are rapidly penetrating the rural and semi-urban India; it has been predicted 
that the user base could project to 330million to 370 million by 2015 which will be 
second largest in the world and largest in terms of incremental growth.[1] 

An average Indian in the age group of 18 to 35 who has on an average 30 third 
party apps on their phones spends almost 8 hours of the day on the internet. Though 
an Indian user spends less time online per capita than users in developed countries; 
their pattern of online behavior is converging. With the rise in digital awareness & 
literacy, the market for mobile security apps is also slowly maturing and is forecasted 
to rise from a mere 4 % in 2011 to 20 % by 2015. Leveraging this untapped market IT 
security companies are also investing in creating mobile security products for the 
Indian audience.  [1] 
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One such leading IT security company in India approached us at Clarice to revamp 
their existing mobile security app. Though the existing app had a decent traction and 
download rates on play store the stakeholders felt that the UI needs to be redesigned 
for the following: 

1. Upgrades in Android OS versions 
2. Updates in android design patterns 
3. Product evolution life cycle 
4. Introduction of new value propositions like cloud service 

2 Design Approach 

The client requirement was a standard redesign and the expectations were to revamp 
the existing user interface with the latest android interaction and visual styles. We 
thought as design consultants; instead of redesigning the existing app wearing only a 
designer’s hat, lets observe how do end users use the existing app; understand their 
stated as well as unstated goals and then take that learning as a cue for the design 
phase. The project plan thus consisted of three major buckets: 

Formative Research, Detailed Interaction & Visual Design and Summative 
Research. 

2.1 Formative Research 

Formative research consisted of two activities competitor analysis and usability tests 
with end users. 

Competitor Analysis. Competitor analysis as the first step of the research gave us an 
idea what does the mobile security product’s landscape looks like and helped in our 
domain onboarding process.  Through the activity we were looking for answers to the 
following questions: 

1. Who the competitors (direct and indirect if any) are? 
2. What is there market share? 
3. What are the services that they offer? 
4. What is their unique selling point? 
5. What are their strengths and weakness? 
6. What are the potential threats that the competitors might pose? 
7. What are the various opportunities that you may take advantage of? 
8. What are the user opinions about these products? 

We collected & studied data from Google Play store for 6 competitors; which helped 
us in reaching the following observations: 
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Insights 

1.Cost of the product counts  

In India, children stay with their parents till they start earning generally by their mid-
twenties and it is the parents who pay for their education as well. So many youngsters 
preferred opting for free apps even with basic functionalities as cost was a primary 
factor that affected their buying decision. 

2. Local language support is preferred 

The download trend for apps with nominal functionalities but supporting as many as 
19 local languages was higher than apps which were feature packed but supported 
only English. So in countries where language of communication is not English, 
products supporting native languages work better than feature rich English products. 

3. Users want an integrated solution 

New ventures that offered a feature packed one stop shop for mobile security apps 
had a bigger user base than industry veterans who made dedicated apps for various 
user needs. We feel that users preferred an integrated solution over a bunch of 
dedicated apps.  

Usability Testing. We conducted formal usability test sessions with a good mix of 20 
users further categorizing them into 4 groups of 5 users each.  

Group 1 consisted of repeat users for the existing mobile security app whereas 
group 2 consisted of users who opted for the existing app but didn’t continue beyond 
the license cycle. These users helped us in understanding what were the factors that 
decided the retention rates as well as the reasons for customer drop offs. 

Groups 3 & 4 were non users. Group 3 contained people who used security apps of 
competitors on their phones. This gave us a user perspective about why did they 
prefer a competitor over the existing app and the last group consisted of users who 
had never used any mobile security product till now which let us look into a novice 
user’s mind and give us insights on what are the anxieties that users have about 
having or not having a security app. We also thought that this was our window of 
opportunity to upsell the existing app to non-users. 

Usability Setup & Preparation. The tests were conducted in a controlled 
environment for a week with 3-4 sessions per day and each session lasted from 60 to 
90 minutes. Through the tests we were trying to validate the following goals: 

• Understand user conceptual model about mobile security 
• Goals for using/ not using anti-virus security on their mobile phones 
• Factors that affect user’s decision for buying the existing app 
• Sales channel preferred by the users and why 
• Product positives, pain points and deadlocks  
• User likes and dislikes 
• User wish list 
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Fig. 1. Usability test setup 

Insights 

─ Mobile security product is meant for tech-savvy people & require domain expertise 
to use it 

As some of the terminology used in the app like spam, malware etc. sounds 
technical; users felt that security products are targeted for tech savvy people by tech-
savvy people and are not meant for general consumers. Hence they tend to defended 
themselves by saying that they do not belong to the software or IT sector (which is 
considered a tech-savvy job profile in India) if they made any errors during the 
usability test session.  

─ Security products require domain expertise to use it 

Indian non-tech savvy users are apprehensive to use security apps on mobile 
phones as they feel these apps require domain expertise to use. This may be mainly 
because of the jargons that are used and also the tonality of the content which feels 
very technical. Users though buy security apps for features like anti-theft and contact 
block never use them because of this anxiety.  

Users thus tend to excuse a bad user experience offered by the app for their lack in 
the domain knowledge and don’t mind exploring.  

─ Feature discovery and user need go hand in hand 

Users generally do not explore beyond the basic features (like virus protection and 
contact blocking) unless there is an explicit need or the feature is apparent.  
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It was observed that users install an app as a utility for their expensive smart phone 
and then totally forget about it. When probed, many of the users knew the security 
app by its brand and not the name.  

2.2 Detailed Interaction and Visual Design 

Translating Usability Findings into Design Goals 

1. Create a consumerish look & feel for the product 

Our design strategy for the app was to break the user mental model; that security 
apps are not meant for general consumers. Considering the look and feel of the 
existing apps is very geeky and technical.  

Our primary goal was to make the app look & feel consumerish, so that even a 
novice user can use it with as much ease as a tech savvy power consumer.  

2. Increase the user engagement and create transparency between feature & 
functionality  

The current product usage was passive and need based. Users didn’t use the value 
propositions of the app to the fullest, but stuck to using very basic features like 
scanning a device or blocking contacts. This user behavior helped us to decide our 
second goal which was to ensure that users would be exposed to not just a laundry list 
of the features provided by service provider but the values add that feature would 
provide.  

Thus by letting the users understand feature functionality along with how will they 
benefit by using the same would encourage them to use it. 

3. Create a feeling of security by minimizing the user anxiety 

During the research it was observed that users bought security apps for a 3600 

protection of their smart phones; but they there still hesitant to use or activate these 
advance features like anti-theft or panic alarms. This behavior could be because; 
people buy high end smartphones and install security apps on them but lack the digital 
literacy to use them. Due to which they are apprehensive to activate these features as 
they fear that if they commit any errors in the activation process they might harm their 
expensive phone. 

Reducing this anxiety and make the users feel comfortable & secure while using 
even advance features became a goal for us.  

2.3 Design Considerations 

While designing the app we had to address two questions: 1: how to make an app look 
consumerish and 2: how to make it feel consumerish? While creating this experience 
we needed to define a brand voice for the mobile app, we had to define what the app 
should communicate and what it shouldn’t. Keywords for the visual and content 
strategy were: 
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─ Funny but not silly 
─ Smart but not Stupid 
─ Friendly but not bossy 
─ Helpful but not demanding 
─ Understanding but not Unforgiving 

How to make a security app look consumerish?. To create a consumerish looking 
app create and fit the defined visual strategy within constraints like: target user 
demographics, market positioning of the current as well as redesigned product, 
communication goals, stakeholder expectations, project timelines and existing 
branding guidelines. 

We started with creating a mood board which would help in consolidating different 
ideas relevant to the nature and usage of the product. Mood boarding helped in 
finding metaphors which could be used to define the visual language. We derived the 
following keywords which communicated the idea of security (in direct as well as an 
abstract manner) through discussions with stakeholders and secondary research: 

─ Secure 
─ Protect 
─ Safe  
─ Sheltered 

These words acted as starting points for us to explore the visual metaphors for the 
product. Apt images which portrayed the ideas and emotions related to the sense of 
security and protection was compiled into a photo montage. 

 

Fig. 2. Mood board for the visual strategy 

Images representing similar concepts were then categorized further into two sets. 
Each set of images depicted few characteristics based on their syntactic properties. 

First set were objects that directly depicted a sense of high security like pictures of 
safe deposit lockers, surveillance cameras and window/ door grills. Keywords like  
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Table 1. Foreground trust for the app 

Area  Impact  
Homepage An opportunity to break ice with the user & create a first 

impression 
Alerts Drive user to take a certain actions 

Success messages Gives a chance to praise the user. Make them feel happy 
Notifications Inform the user 
Tips  To show users how they can use specific features 

Creating a personalized foreground through creative messaging. Creative 
messaging would strike a two-way conversation with the user rather than being a one-
way monologue with the user and be more human than a mere functional app.  

Table 2. Few samples for creative messaging used in the app 

Messaging 
Area 

User emotions Messaging tips Sample message 

Landing page 
• Curious to know the 

health of his phone 
• User wants to know 

if it is safe & secure 

• Show the user the 
current security 
status 

• Tell the user 
security can be 
improved in case it 
in case it is low 

• Make your device 
100% secure. Care 
for it as you do 
care for your loved 
ones! 

When threat is 
detected 

• Tensed 
• Wants to know how 

to resolve it or 
Where did the threat 
come from 

• Show the user 
what can be done 
to resolve the 
threat 

• Inform the user to 
take action to solve 
the issue & show 
him the step 

• You don’t have to 
panic. All you need 
to do is scan your 
device to resolve 
the threat 

When device is 
secured 

• Happy, Content,  
Relaxed 

• User is happy about 
taking care of the 
device 

• Give user a pat on 
the back & 
appreciate him 

• Use casual 
language & feel 
free to be friendly 

• You show care 
towards the device. 
Guessing it is your 
most prized 
possession! 

When device is 
not completely 
secured 

• Curious 
• Wants to know how 

to completely secure 
the device 

• Guide the user & 
explain how secure 
the device 

• Inform the user to 
keep device 
security at 
optimum level at 
all time 

• Use the security 
measures & your 
device will be 
ready in no time to 
fight any possible 
threat 
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─ Balancing automation & empowerment 

One of the design considerations was to understand to what extent the app could 
violate the user’s privacy and take control of the phone. There could be certain 
advance features that could run in the background while the others could be triggered 
by the user. Maintaining this balance was important because we did not want the users 
to feel that the app is taking control over their phone which would make them anxious 
and leading in distrust 

2.4 Solution Summary 

The final concept was a minimal dashboard that shows the user how secure the device 
is. This level of security would be directly proportional to the features that are used by 
the user. So the security level would rise as the user activates/ engages with features 
on the app. The emotional design layer was to communicate and highlight these 
security propositions contextually and using the right tone of messaging to provide a 
consumerish experience whilst using a security app. 

The design strategy was to use a hub and spoke task based model. So tasks would 
be the entry points for the user instead of a feature list. As a user would use the app 
with a predefined task in his/her mind the app would map the user’s mental model and 
feature discoverability would be quicker. This would also lessen the cognitive load on 
the user as they would not have to map the feature label with the task/ functionality to 
be used. 

 
Fig. 5. Illustration of the hub and spoke task based model 

Thus the solution would provide an all-round protection to the user but still keep 
the user in control of the phone. We hope that this sense of empowerment would 
reduce the anxiety and motivate them to use it to the fullest rather than having it just 
installed on their phones. 
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Fig. 6. Sample Dashboard for the redesigned app (landing screen has been tweaked to protect 
the client IP) 

2.5 Summative Research 

The redesigned app was evaluated with a similar demographic mix of users, to nip 
any minor user experience bugs and to ensure near-perfect product out in the market 
before getting in the development phase. These users were asked to perform the same 
tasks as the previous usability evaluation sessions to check if have we addressed the 
pain points and created a differentiated experience or not. The evaluation results 
endorsed our design hypothesis. Following are some of the user statement from the 
actual sessions: 

• Simple, anybody can do it you don’t have to be a mobile geek to use it! 
• It’s like Google, simple! Like you go and search… here… you go read it and you 

get it 
• Purpose is wonderful, its user friendly, easy and it is self-explanatory 

3 Conclusion  

Through a “consumerish” user interface and a crude gamification of device security 
we hope to engage users in the domain of mobile security which was considered to be 
very technical and geeky and increase the product adoption, conversion and retention 
rates. In this paper we want to highlight that design has the power drive a product’s 
ROI and also can influence the end user’s mind and affect product adoption. 
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